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“Crossing the Bar”
Alfred, Lord Tennyson (1889)

S

unset and evening star,
And one clear call for me!
And may there be no moaning of the bar,
When I put out to sea,
But such a tide as moving seems asleep,
Too full for sound and foam,
When that which drew from out the boundless deep
Turns again home.
Twilight and evening bell,
And after that the dark!
And may there be no sadness of farewell,
When I embark;
For tho' from out our bourne of Time and Place
The flood may bear me far,
I hope to see my Pilot face to face
When I have crost the bar.
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The Hue & Cry
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My apologies for missing the deadline for the
Christmas 2020 issue - although the Season lasts
until Epiphany on the 6th January. There was a
Great Conjunction both in the Heavens and here
on Earth: Jupiter and Saturn align every 400
years, whilst I had to contend with Conference,
Birthday and my wife Karen’s Final Voyage.
Astronomers can calculate celestial events - both
future and past, right back to 7BC - which might
have been the star the Magi were following. But
even then, there was a dark side to the Nativity:
King Herod, jealous of his temporal power, would
not tolerate any challenge and thus ordered the
Massacre of the Innocents. (The dynastic health of
the monarch requires it, and we are simply
following the science).
Christmas was banned in Scotland, from 1560
until 1958 because John Knox considered there
was too much joy. Oliver Cromwell tried the same
trick in England in 1647. The suppression of
Christmas was enforced mercilessly, which
provoked riots then Civil War. On the Restoration
of the Monarchy in 1660, Cromwell’s body was
exhumed from Westminster Abbey where he had
received a monarch’s funeral; his corpse was
hanged, then his head put on a spike. One
wonders how Boris Johnston will fare with his
onslaught on the British Christmas…
Thankfully, not all transitions of power are quite
so dramatic. The NZMPA AGM saw a changing of
the guard - younger heads to take on the ever
increasing challenges in a world where the “new
normal” seems to change every 5 minutes.
For similar reasons, I leave the role of Editor to
someone more aligned with the half-baked Sir
Michael’s story. The inset Punch cartoon (1890) is
by Tenniel and shows young Kaiser Wilhelm II
dismissal of the much wiser and elder Statesman,
Otto von Bismarck. German Foreign Policy
thereafter stumbled inexorably into the Great War.
The oldest trick in History is that of Divide &
Rule, where the Common Man’s lot in life is to
blindly suffer and bleed for Oligarchs.
Homer’s Iliad begins with a plague sent by the
Gods. Eight hundred years later, Thyucidides
surmised that the Athenian plague was due to
insanitary over-crowding of the poor.
The Nazis employed the ‘Science’ of Eugenics to
purify the German race, their science funded by
the Rockefeller Foundation and other American
Billionaires. Bill Gates will make a 1,000 percent
profit on his smart investment in vaccines.
Plus ça change, plus c'est la même chose. This
Epiphany has too many sheep, and a dearth of
Magi. International travel is a health risk to all… 3
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THE CHANNEL

It is with a grateful heart and much humility that I would like to thank the outgoing team for
having shown faith in nominating me for this position and to all those who affirmed my
nomination. The association has done some highly credible work under Steve’s leadership which
we hope to continue through some new initiatives. The conference in Dunedin went off really
well and I would like to say a big thank you to Hugh O’Neill and his team for making it happen,
and to all our sponsors that came out to support us.
First, I would like to provide our members with feedback regarding the increased testing regime
that has been implemented for us as border workers by Ministry of Health (MOH). While I
understand that this may seem excessive, it is what our government has deemed necessary to
continue to fight the battle against COVID and keep our country safe, so as unpleasant as it may
be, it is something we need to keep doing for the foreseeable future. It was quite refreshing
during our latest meeting with stakeholders to hear MNZ acknowledge and thank us for the hard
work we as Pilots have put in from day one of this pandemic to keep NZ going.
Testing options for Pilots -The nasopharyngeal swab, or deep nasal swab, is the preferred option
due to its effectiveness in detecting the virus. However, as border workers are undergoing testing
regularly, they may ask for the new ‘alternative swab option’, the oropharyngeal and bilateral
anterior nasal swab (ONS). This involves a less invasive swab of one nostril and a throat swab
(extract from Guidance for implementing the COVID-19 Public Health Response (Required
Testing) Order 2020 at New Zealand Maritime Ports by MOH dated 27th Nov 2020). If there are
any issues regarding access to these testing options, please follow up with your employers in the
first instance and let Lew Henderson or me know about it, as we do attend meetings with
relevant stakeholders from time to time and can provide feedback at the appropriate level.
The first of the new initiatives will be to look into what training should look like in today’s age of
Big Data. We may establish a working group to go through the process. Training is a key tool in
a pilot’s arsenal and should be encouraged as a continuous process.
Another initiative we hope to be looking into is a PAN network for our members. According to the
AMPI website, AMPI established and continues to finance a professional and confidential Peer
Assistance Network or PAN, which is available to all members and their families. PAN Members
are marine pilots who have undertaken specific training to become peer counsellors. There is a
certain amount of perceived invasion of privacy and social stigma associated with calling and
talking to someone when we need help. As pilots, we are trained in decision-making for a variety
of complex situations, so most of us think we could tough it out. PAN is meant to be a
confidential support system for pilots different from the industrial and legal support offered by
the relevant industrial associations. We will investigate costs of training and starting it up for us.
As an Association, I would like to see us move into the next generation of piloting, with greater
collaboration from all key stakeholders as we create a ‘channel’ to safer seas. Here’s wishing
each and every one of you and your loved ones a joyous and blessed Christmas and a
prosperous New Year. In ending I would to quote Clare Francis from “The Commanding Sea”
“I still experience that intoxicating mixture of fear and fascination which, despite many temptations to remain
land-bound, always lures me back for just one more voyage.”

Soli deo Gloria
Paul James, NZMPA President
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Good Practice for Pilots – Summary of presentation
Colin Sellars
You may or may not be aware that this project got underway after the Wellington conference in 2018, at the same time
as the passage planning project. But of the two, this has been the problem child for a number of reasons and there were
a couple of false starts. The project was rebooted in January 2020 and this is a summary of the work so far.
Aviation has long been heralded a leading light in professional competence, but although there are strong similarities in
the technical tasks that airline pilots and marine pilots perform, there is also a fundamental difference between them, in
that the people we work with as marine pilots are unknown to us. The level of engagement and ability of the team we
encounter on boarding a vessel, can vary considerably and our practices need to be resilient enough to function
effectively across that whole spectrum of ability. So, we didn’t want to just rehash aviation manuals, we looked at it from
a mariner’s perspective.
So, what makes a good pilot? What do some pilots know and do that makes them good? What can make a newly
qualified pilot a good pilot from day one? And what can make an experienced pilot look average on any given day?
There are 3 facets of professional competence that are central in other professional standards including aviation, and
medicine - knowledge, skills and behaviours. This guide builds on the minimum standards set by regulation, in our case
MR Part 90 and IMO Resolution A960 and defines the knowledge, skills and behaviours that we believe a good pilot
should demonstrate. It focuses strongly on the behaviours, or non-technical skills as they are labelled in aviation, that a
pilot should demonstrate before, during and after an act of pilotage. A presentable draft of the Guide should be ready
for review by January 2021.

Pilots, boarding arrangements and safety – update and an exemp=on
By Mari(me NZ Compliance Manager – Central Region, Michael-Paul Abbo>
This arTcle provides important informaTon about safety of boarding arrangements, including:
•an update of MariTme NZ’s column, “Pilots, boarding arrangements and safety”, published in The Pilot,
September 2018; and
•a general exempTon MariTme NZ has granted to holders of pilot licences.
The informaTon provided in the previous arTcle is sTll correct: MariTme Rule 53 sets the New Zealand requirements
for pilot ladders and states that a pilot must not climb a non-compliant pilot ladder. The Rule imposes a legal duty on
pilots that they must not climb such ladders.
Now, in addiTon to the MariTme Rule, MariTme NZ has granted an exempTon that, in some circumstances, allows a
pilot to prioriTse climbing safe ladders over strict compliance.
The exempTon is in eﬀect from 14 September 2020 to 1 September 2023 and states a pilot is exempt from MariTme
Rule 53.4(2)(a) provided that:
•Every pilot must conduct a dynamic risk assessment prior to and whilst boarding or leaving a ship by means of a
pilot transfer arrangement as per the New Zealand MariTme Pilots AssociaTon “Healthy and safe transfer of
mariTme pilots” good pracTce guide; and
•Any known deﬁciency in the pilot transfer arrangement would not signiﬁcantly increase the risk of safety.
6
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The exempTon must be read with the NZMPA’s good pracTce guide referred to in the exempTon. This thoroughly
researched and detailed guide is endorsed by MariTme NZ as a tool that will contribute to improved health and
safety outcomes for pilots, launch masters and crew.
The exempTon should also be read with MariTme NZ’s posiTon statement “Health and safety during pilot transfers”.
The posiTon statement summarises the health and safety responsibiliTes under the Health and Safety at Work Act
(HSWA). It provides informaTon about the primary duty on a “person conducTng a business or undertaking” – this is
the “PCBU” you might have heard referred to during discussions about HSWA. For pilots, the PCBU would usually be
their employer. The posiTon statement also includes informaTon about the duTes of workers (i.e. pilots), and the
interacTon between internaTonal regulaTons, the MariTme Transport Act (under which MariTme Rules are made),
and HSWA.
All three – the exempTon, the good pracTce guide and the posiTon statement – are available on the MariTme NZ
website www.mariTmenz.govt.nz and can be found by entering their Ttle into the search funcTon.
In all cases when a pilot decides it is not safe to board or disembark, they are required to advise the vessel’s master
and report the incident to MariTme NZ as soon as pracTcable.
MariTme NZ will follow up with the vessel and its New Zealand agent. ReporTng is also important to provide
informaTon about trends and issues, whether relaTng to an individual vessel or more broadly to the industry.
HSWA rights and obliga=ons
Importantly, HSWA gives the pilot and PCBU the right, and places an obligaTon on them, to refuse pilotage to any
ship which presents a non-compliant pilot transfer arrangement (PTA), where they deem it as unsafe aher they have
completed the dynamic risk assessment. Refusal to grant pilotage will send an immediate, very strong message to
the vessel’s master and agent that they must ﬁx the problem. The non-compliance and refusal to grant pilotage
should also be reported to MariTme NZ.
MariTme NZ appreciates that in some cases during an inbound voyage the pilot may not become aware of the noncompliance issues unTl they are on the ladder, or reach the main deck level. An example of this is when they reach
the deck and ﬁnd that the ladder has not been secured in the Class approved manner, something which is not visible
from the deck of the pilot launch. In such a case where the PTA is deemed unsafe, the pilot and PCBU have the right
and obligaTon to refuse pilotage for the outbound trip unTl the problem is ﬁxed.
There is no reason why a pilot should be using a non-compliant PTA on the outbound pilotage trip, as they should be
inspecTng the arrangement when they board the ship sTll at the berth. Whilst the crew may be unable to fully rig the
PTA over the side of the vessel, the pilot can sTll get an appreciaTon of the condiTon of the ladder, securing points,
whether the trap-door arrangement to be used will be safe and compliant, etc. Pilots should not wait to get to the
pilot ground to disembark the vessel, then, under the pressure of Tme, use the non-compliant (and potenTally
unsafe) PTA. Aherwards, they can make a complaint to MariTme NZ but by then the pilot and PCBU will have not
complied with their HSWA rights and obligaTons and the pilot will have been put at unnecessary risk.
However, on the other hand, there may be instances where some minor, non-compliance items could be potenTally
covered by the intent of the general exempTon. These can include: Tripping lines rigged incorrectly; side-ropes or
man-ropes of incorrect diameter; and steps not quite horizontal. These may be issues that don’t cause any signiﬁcant
safety issues and which can be addressed directly with the master once on board the vessel, whilst making it clear
that they need to be addressed before the vessel’s departure Tme, failing which departure may be delayed.
Safety is the paramount concern. It is best seen as the result of a system in which all involved have roles and
responsibiliTes. In this case, boarding arrangements are safest when the PCBU, pilots, the regulator (MariTme NZ),
vessels and agents understand and play their parts.
If you need further informaTon about the exempTon and MariTme NZ’s posiTon, please email michaelpaul.abboi@mariTmenz.govt.nz
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PORTS OF
CALL

PORT OTAGO

GISBORNE

Many thanks to all the delegates, sponsors and local
businesses that came together in spite of the uncertainty
and late date change to make the 2020 NZMPA
Conference a success.

Apparently, there was a pilotage conference held in
Dunedin last week…….We’d originally arranged relief
cover for pilotage to enable us to dispatch the entire
stable of 2 to the conference, but like so many other
matters these days, the dreaded COVID put paid to our
aspirations; word has it however, that the Extra Virgin
Olive Oil on offer at the event was of the very highest
standard.

Typical blustery late spring weather here in Dunedin,
although we’re now in our third day of gale
southwesterlies, which is bit drawn out, unlike our
neighbors in Bluff, where I can recall after weeks of
wind just how strange it seemed when at some point
you stepped outside and it was…calm?! The company
has agreed to pick up the maintenance and running cost
of the Port Chalmers Maritime Museum, whose
receipts, along with many others in town, are down
considerably this year with the absence of cruise ships.
We wish Lex Lane the best in his retirement. Lex was
always a favorite to train with due to his perpetually
unfazed demeanor, and I expect that we’ll be calling on
him for advice and perspective for many years to come.

It would appear that no-one told the pine trees about the
virus. Despite leading the Ports sector in log export
productivity of 700-800 JAS/hr load rates, we are only
just keeping ahead of cart-in. Any delay due to weather,
log-marshalling and storage on and off port becomes
challenging.
After extensive consideration and hunting down our
‘why’ in relation to PPU use, we have settled on a
Fundamentals of Navigation Policy. Despite areas of
the Port and approaches which are relatively
unrestricted, we have adopted an approach of ensuring a
cross-reference to support our visual navigation. As
with any policy or procedure of course, it is a living
document and open to review at any time. We continue
to investigate PPU opportunities and despite employing
the industry’s luminaries on the subject, we are still
without a functional result. Taking Ravi’s lead around
incontrovertible evidence we have been trialling
personal body-cam technology which is producing very
impressive results with high-definition video and
excellent sound recording – basically achieving a
comprehensive record of every communication and
taking the pilot’s visual throughout the passage.

We are very fortunate to have such a good team here.
Whenever a challenge arises, diverse ideas are put
forward, respectful debate ensues, a consensus is
reached, and action is taken. Every organization (and
government) should be so lucky. As I was thinking
about this, and the issues we’ve worked through
together over this past year, my wife sent this image of
an old hemp sail clew, which was quite fitting. So,
here’s wishing you not necessarily a more pleasant New
Year, but rather the
right number of
stitched and aligned
grommets, linked
together to share the
loads imparted by
whatever gusts may
come.

The long-awaited revision to the Information &
Guidance for NZ Workers Aboard International Ships
document has arrived and COVID-19 management
processes are being revised accordingly. The key
fundamental shift is to reinforce the HSWA hierarchy of
hazards approach to COVID protection – isolate,

(Josh Osborne)
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eliminate, etc. Hence, the likes of non-essential
transfers of persons at anchorage are low-hanging fruit
but things get a bit more challenging when looking to
opportunities to minimise the likes of the pilotage task.
We’re having a crack however with initiatives such as
canning the hard copy record of the Passage Plan,
adjusting passage planning & briefing processes to the
bare minimum, and piloting from the bridge-wing pretty
much from start to finish.

MARSDEN POINT
We missed out on Pilot conference; things just did not
work out. As we could make it was well attended, and
congratulation to the new Team.
NorthPort is very rarely out of news, we eventually got
our 261m container ship on the NorthPort, thanks to
congestion at POAL. For us Pilots this was the biggest
ship to ever berth at NorthPort, at Refinery we were
handling much bigger ships before. However, none of
us Pilots made it to the 6PM news or print Media!!,
local Politician smartly hijacked the whole thing!!
One thing good, everybody has ‘again’ started talking
up NorthPort, and investment in the Port and Rail link.
Hope this time we see some real movement.
It is unfortunate the big projects like this move at
‘Glacial speed’ in New Zealand, unlike other countries
where the volumes are there to promise good returns in
few years.
NZ Refining gradual move to Terminal only is certain
but not before early 2022. Meanwhile Refining is going
on at 80% capacity.
Once it moves to Terminal only, we may see many
product tankers heading our way, not really denting our
Marine Operations, in a way we may end up with more
ship calls! However, there will be some serious job
losses at the Refining side of Refinery. NZ Refining is
in process of shedding 100 jobs as of now, and there is
expectation that similar or more jobs may go when
eventually turns in to Terminal only.
NorthPort has been busy with Logs trade in full gear,
there has been bit of congestion lately with frequently
ships having to wait, We are also seeing bit of boost in
bulk trade too, and container ships are all the time
threatening to occupy half of the NorthPort!!
No cruise season this time, hence No Bay of Island trips
for us.
Again, Congratulation and good luck to the New
NZMPA elected team, I am sure they will, continue to
pioneer and lead new ideas, nationally and
internationally, and keep punching above our weight!!
Thanks to our Editor for the fantastic work he has done,
only person with great passion could have done it, and
for that he earned his right for expressing his opinions, I
am hoping nobody steps up for his position, and he
continues his passion!
Safe Piloting and wishing you all “asymptomatic”
Holiday season!!
(Kirit Barot)

Let me finish this submission with a nod to our
departing Editor, Hugh O’Neill. Despite leading the
readership to the altar of left-wing bias every quarter,
Hugh’s exhaustive efforts in putting together the Pilot
Magazine over recent years cannot be denied. In the
absence of the efforts of Hugh’s ilk, the profession
would likely regress to a more disparate rabble than it
already is. Thanks Hugh, your efforts are greatly
appreciated by the East Coast chapter. Cheers
(Chris Kaye)

MARLBOROUGH PORTS
Exactly twelve months ago, the Ovation of the Seas was
alongside in Picton. I had lunch today with John Davis
looking out over Shelly Beach and Picton Harbour as
the first wafts of the sea breeze came through the sliders
of the window seat in Le Café. Our food arrived, fresh,
hot and in just under seven minutes. Twelve months
ago, it would have been a different story: I wouldn’t
have even bothered to go into town for lunch, let alone
expect to get a window seat in le Café.
So, the extended pause in cruise operations is a twoedged sword for the port and the community. The
residents of Picton have their town back for the
summer, but there’s no bonanza for the local businesses.
For the port company, we’re subsisting on strong log
exports, but don’t expect a pay rise.
The quiet period has, though, given us time to get our
house in order. Rapid growth over the last 3 years had
stretched resources and practices, but now we’ve been
able to consolidate and put a plan in place should rapid
growth return. As a port, we’ve been able to follow the
Guide to Pilotage Planning to the letter and posted a
Port Passage Plan on the website. We’ve also now
begun the same journey with the ferry operators’
Passage Plans.
Plans for the new ferry berth construction have been
submitted for consenting. The construction of the berths
and the new vessels will require some fundamental
changes in how we operate day to day in Picton
Harbour. This year, I’ve asked Santa for some
additional tug crew and crew training. Next year, I need
to ask him for a new tug – maybe two! (Matt Conyers)

AUCKLAND
Season’s Greetings. The year is rapidly drawing to a
close; unfortunately there’s no reprieve from masks,
9
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families on a tour of the port (and a sneak peek of six
wharf). NZ Customs drug dog Ash walked around
entertaining kids, while they stuffed their faces with
sausages from the barbie, ice-creams, and bouncing on
the two bouncy castles – packing out 9 shed. After the
tugs twerked on the water, many tired children and
families departed for sea after a great day on Port. Meri
Kerimete from everyone at Napier Port. Have a safe and
happy holiday period!
(Aaron Martin)

gloves and testing but surely 2021 has to bring some
positive news on that front? Over the past month, two of
our people have decided to retire (young!) and are
looking forward to the good life after decades of shift
work and SOPs.
We are sadly losing Geoff Roberts to fishing, making
beer and reading. He has decided he’s ready to enjoy a
relaxed pace of life without weekly Covid tests and
eager trainees following him around trying to absorb
piloting wisdom. His last day in January 2021 is going
to be 39 years to the day he joined Ngahere at Jellicoe
here in Auckland together with our own Craig Colven
as a first-tripper. I personally found Geoff to be a
brilliant trainer and someone who is very generous with
his time and advice. After more than 22 years here at
the port he will be greatly missed by the Marine
Department as a whole and especially his Pilot team.
As well as Geoff, we’re saying goodbye to Jamie
McGregor who has worked for the port for over 25
years and is a highly skilled Tug Master and Pilot Boat
Master with a sharp wit. He’s been heavily involved
with the development of our new tug and will return to
the port for the arrival next year to assist with that
process.
Our Pilots have been conducting regular peer reviews
on each other in an effort to share theories and compare
notes on the finer points of their day jobs. The increase
in the number of peer reviews has come about since the
re-writing of our proficiency plan and overall, this has
been a positive experience for the Pilots. The most
common negative feedback is predictably that people
make small mistakes they wouldn’t normally make
when their routines are disrupted by having someone
else there. It’s great that there have been some positive
outcomes with people adopting good habits they’ve
noted or observing an efficient new way to achieve a
manoeuvre. Wishing everyone a safe Holiday Season
from Auckland.
(Holly Clayton)

FLAGGING FUNETICS
Her long legs emerged from her Alfa-Romeo: Bravo,
Charlie! She was from the Delta. In my mind I heard
Echoes of a Foxtrot I’d last heard at a Golf Hotel in
India, where I got re-acquainted with the beautiful
Juliet – who had lost a Kilo or two since I first saw her
in Lima. She was with a guy with the unlikely name of
Mike November, but the piano-player called Oscar
whisked her off her feet: he became her Sugar Papa
from Quebec. What a Romeo he was! He took her up
the Sierra where they Tangoed the night away…Until
she fell for this cool-looking dude in a Uniform. His
name was Victor, and he drank Whiskey. He looked a
lot like her X-Ray: he was one big Yankee Zulu…Uno
what I mean ;-)
I would have settled for First Substitute…or even 2nd
Substitute…
(Anon)

NAPIER
Happy first birthday to COVID: what a year you’ve
had. While the ships continue to come and go with
some form of regularity, I once again sit here wondering
what to write: it comes to me… Eureka! (albeit with a
lot of help from outside sources). For the first time in
nine years, Napier Port opened their gates to the
employees’ families for Whanau Day, allowing access
to the inner workings of our tugs, forklifts, trucks and
showing-off the Port’s new B-Double (four TEU) – the
only one in the country. The art deco buses took
10
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PILOT BOAT ACCIDENT – WELLINGTON 1889
In the early afternoon of Saturday 17 August 1889, Shaw Savill’s smart full-rigged ship
“Pleione”, bound from Port Chalmers to Wellington, was about 20 miles south of
Pencarrow Head sailing in a fresh and rising south-easterly. No doubt keen to make port
before darkness fell her master Captain Ferguson pressed on until, shortly before
4.00pm, he shortened sail and signalled for a pilot when about 5 miles off the harbour
entrance.
Despite the murky weather, he could confidently expect that his request world be
received and passed on by the signal station at Beacon Hill high above Breaker Bay.
That station and the nearby pilot station at the northern end of Worser Bay, both first
established in 1866 by the Provincial Government, were operated by the Wellington
Harbour Board from 1980. Prior to that date the pilots worked out of Tarakena Bay on
Wellingtons south coast.
Pilotage was not compulsory and the pilot station, which in those days was a quite
remote outpost of the port of Wellington, was responsible for providing “outside” pilotage
at agreed charges with particular emphasis on sailing vessels, The craft used was a 27
foot whale-boat style cutter normally manned by the chief pilot, the coxswain/assistant
pilot and three boatmen who manned the oars. The cutter also had a small lug-sail for
use in favourable winds. All the men involved, some with families, resided at the station
which was sometimes referred to as “pilot town”. Their varied duties also included the
maintenance of the boat and its shed, the dwellings, vegetable gardens and grounds, the
tending of poultry and some small livestock and the collection of firewood. When
necessary they would also row the boat to “town” for stores and coal. After the inwardbound pilot had taken his vessel into port he would return to the station on horse-back,
The signal from the “Pleione” had indeed been actioned and the pilot boat was promptly
launched and put to sea at 4.OOpm to undertake what was usually a routine task, but
which on this occasion was to end in tragedy. Those on board were the chief pilot
Captain Thomas Simms, the coxswain Captain John Henderson and boatmen Robert
Tait, Herbert Cox and James Vass. On leaving Worser may they soon found themselves
in a strong south-easterly and battling very rough seas.
An hour later they were only just abeam of the northern end of Barrett Reef. The lug-sail
was hoisted but little progress was made and the oars were again resorted to, It was
hard and exhausting toil. Another hour went by before the Union Steam Ship Company’s
steamer “Herald”, which had left the wharf at 5.00pm bound for Greymouth, was seen to
be coming down the channel.
Pilot Simms hailed the “Herald” for a tow towards the ‘Pleione” which by this time was at
the harbour entrance. A line was passed to the cutter and made fast. All went well for
about ten minutes when, after being hit by a particularly big sea a little south of the
outer rock of Barrett Reef, the pilot boat capsized and the line to the steamer parted.
All the men, wearing sea-boots, oilskins and other heavy clothing were fortunately able
to stay with the upturned boat and with great difficulty clamber on to its keel. Boatman
Tait, who could not swim, was hauled to comparative safety by coxswain Henderson.
Minutes later in the heavy and confused sea that was running the cutter righted itself
and began to drift half sunk with the gunwales well under water and crew standing
chest-deep in an effort to keep her steady. Bailing was futile.
Without hesitation Captain Jones of the “Herald” put his ship about, launched a lifeboat, burned blue lights and began a search for the pilot boat. Darkness had fallen and
in the rough seas and strong winds then prevailing, conditions could not have been
worse for those involved in this unfortunate occurrence.
More than half an hour was to pass before the “Herald” came up with the swamped boat
and its hapless crew. In unison the men had been calling out in an effort to attract the
attention of the searchers, and must have been exhausted and suffering from advanced
hypothermia in the bitter wind and numbing cold water. Their position was critical and
one can only imagine the relief they felt when they saw the approaching steamer.
All the cutters crew were alive when the “Herald” came alongside them and in
desperation but with failing strength they grasped the lines that were thrown to them.
Coxswain Henderson, who had shed his heavy clothing and boots, was able to haul
11
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himself aboard the steamer. Boatman Vass, although his back was injured when he was
caught between the swamped boat and the “Herald”, was also able to clamber over the
ship’s rail, Boatman Cox failed in his attempt, fell back into the water and disappeared
in the darkness. Boatman Tait too had caught a line and had begun to haul himself to
safety. Unfortunately for him, the exhausted pilot Simms grasped him in desperation in
the turbulent, chilling waters and was heard to call to Tait, “Oh, don’t heave me off”.
Encumbered so, Tait lost his grip and the two men fell back and were never seen again.
The signalman at Beacon Hill had seen the “Herald’s” blue lights when she turned back
into the channel but did not then know the reason. Nor could Captain Ferguson of the
“Pleione” have known that only a mile or so ahead of his ship a tragic drama was taking
place. Doubtless puzzled by the non-arrival of the pilot he had requested, he brought
his ship up-harbour unaided in the deteriorating conditions, passing the searching
“Herald” as he did so.
Captain William Shilling, the duty pilot at Queens Wharf, upon hearing from Beacon Hill
that the “Herald”, after retrieving her life-boat, was returning to port, and sensing that
something was seriously amiss, put off with a boatman and met the steamer in the
harbour shortly before 9.00pm. He then learned about the accident
and after instructing Captain Jones to go back alongside and report it to the Harbour
Master Captain John Holliday, he carried on to meet the “Pleione”. Pilot Shilling boarded
the ship off Point Halswell and put her to anchor off Pipitea at about 915pm.
The two survivors were well cared for by those aboard the ‘Herald’ and were safely
landed at Queens Wharf. They were anxious to return as soon as possible to the pilot
station and a horse-drawn cab was provided to take them there. Unfortunately the days
troubles were not yet over for these two hardy seafarers. When traveling along the road
across the head of Evans Bay the horses shied and upset the cab. Henderson and Vass
continued on foot and, after a journey of several miles, arrived at the Worser Bay station
shortly before mid-night. Both of them resumed their duties on the following day.
The swamped pilot boat was found later that night in the main channel by the outwardbound steamer “Koranui” and brought back to the wharf. Having not sustained any
serious damage she was soon back in service. In the following days extensive harbour
and shore-line searches were made for the bodies of the missing men but no trace of
them was ever found. The day after the accident an oar was retrieved near Point Dorset,
and later three more oars were washed ashore at Petone and a boat-hook was found
some distance north of Pencarrow Head.
Pilot Thomas Simms, who was 42 years of age, had been in the Wellington Pilot service
for more than 13 years and was a highly competent and respected mariner. He was
described as a staunch teetotaler and a man of great piety and exemplary character. He
had left behind him a widow and seven children and also his aged and infirm father and
mother who were partly dependent on him. Boatman Herbert Cox, aged 35, also left a
widow but no children. Mrs. Cox was said to be a semi-invalid and in very poor health.
Forty year old Robert Tait, a native of the Shetland Islands, had been a boatman in the
pilot service for some years and had previously been employed in the lighthouse service.
A single man, whose widowed mother back in Shetland was greatly dependent on him,
was known to be an honest, well-liked and genial man and a splendid sailor.
Times were indeed hard then for those left behind after a tragedy such as this. The lost
men would be sorely missed by those whose husbands, fathers and sons they were and
who depended on them, entirely in most cases, for support. The Wellington Harbour
Board was unable by law to contribute any direct gratuity in this case and could only
pass on accrued wages and personal effects. The Board did however invite a public
subscription which was warmly responded to not only by the citizens of Wellington, but
also by shipping companies, crews of ships and other like groups.
The Wellington Amateur Dramatic Club staged two performances of their play “The
Guv’nor” at the Theatre Royal, the first being attended by His Excellency the Governor
and suite, and over 400 people attended a Ball in the Drill Shed, the proceeds of these
events going to the aid of the bereaved relatives, Of the six hundred and forty one
pounds collected, eighty pounds each went to Mrs. Cox and the mother of Robert Tait;
fifty pounds to the parents of pilot Simms and the balance to the trustees of his widow
and orphaned children.
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Within the week, Wellington’s “Evening Post” editorially was asking questions. Why, it
asked, were the men allowed to drown at the rescuing ship’s side? And why had no
inquiry been held or planned? It also questioned the suitability of the whale-boat style
pilot cutter then in use. In the days following this lamentable accident the Harbour
Board did indeed discuss in depth the circumstances surrounding it. Curiously though,
no governmental or magisterial inquiry resulted. Because no bodies were recovered a
coroners inquest never took place and HM. Customs also declined to pursue the matter
on the grounds that although the boat was in tow of a steamer and the men were lost
alongside it, no accident happened to the steamer, crew or passengers.
It was known that for some time the Harbour Board had been considering the future of
its “outside” pilotage, ironically not for safety reasons but mainly because of a
continuing reduction in the number of larger sailing vessels coming to the port and the
resulting fall in revenue from Pilotage fees. There is no doubt whatever that this
disastrous event hastened the decision to reorganise the pilot service. The Worser Bay
Pilot Station was closed down in 1894 and those stationed there transferred to
Wellington. For the next 20 years the Board contracted with various local tug and
steamer owners to transport the ports pilots and it was not until 1924 that it again
resumed the service using the steam tug ‘Toia’ , the launch “Uta” and, from 1925, the
purpose-built launch ‘Arahina’,
The chief pilot’s house, built in 1866 and a quite distinctive landmark in the area, still
stands in 2002 and the nearby coxswain’s cottage, although greatly modified, can still be
identified. Both dwellings, of course, are now surrounded by many modern homes.
Much has changed in the Wellington Pilot Service since those far-off days, but until its
demise in the 1980’s, the Wellington Harbour Board operated a very professional,
efficient and respected 24-hour service using its own vessels. The company that
succeeded it, Port of Wellington Ltd, is now responsible for the pilotage and after a period
when pilots were transferred by helicopter, it now operates a high-speed purpose-built
launch. The Beacon Hill Signal Station, still constantly manned, is now operated by the
Wellington Regional Council.
Over the years some accidents have happened, of course, to both pilots and craft, but to
date despite the often rigorous and unpredictable conditions in the area of operation, the
fatal event of 17 August 1889 has not been repeated.
News of the pilot boat accident soon reached John Henderson’s ageing and retired father
back in Peterhead, and he naturally responded promptly expressing great relief that his
36 year old son had narrowly escaped death, However, his letter ended with a terse but
telling rebuke - “It is a very foolish thing to tow behind a steamer in a strong sea!”
Author’s note: The above account was written by Murray J. Henderson for the N.Z. Ship
and Marine Society Journal, N.Z. Marine News, Vol 44 – No 4 – 1995.
The family tale that accompanies this story is that Captain John Henderson had
survived mainly because he kicked off his sea boots while in the water and was able to
stay afloat. When they were returned to the port the survivors were returned to the Pilot
Station by horse and cart. On the way the horse shied and the cart was damaged. They
completed the trip home on foot. Later Captain Henderson was billed for the loss of his
sea boots.
Lew Henderson, Pilot at CentrePort Wellington, grandson of Captain John Henderson.
My Father, Captain Murray Henderson. was for many years a Launch Master on the
Wellington Pilot boats in the days of the Wellington Harbour Board.
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“I WONDER WHAT HAPPENED TO JIM”
Captain Josh Garner
It seems to me he is not much read these days, except his novella ‘Heart of Darkness’, which is regularly reprised on reading
lists for adolescent examinations. But in my youth (Ah, Youth!) Joseph Conrad spoke clearly to me, a romantically, or
perhaps only sentimentally tuned youngster bent on a life at sea. I know I was not alone even at that tender age and the
cohort of Conrad aficionados known to me seemed to grow slowly through my early sea – years. Now I believe he is sliding
back into obscurity: it takes a tenacious romantic (or sentimentalist) to link his marvellous sea-work with the reality of
modern seafaring. Your editor is one such fan however, (Pass the bottle, Hugh!), so when he asked me for ‘something’ for
your magazine I thought I would offer him this anecdote – which has the merit, perhaps, of not having been previously
published.
As a Midshipman in the long-gone Blue Funnel Line, I came to feel a special bond with what Norman Sherry
wrote of as ‘Conrad’s Eastern World’. In his book of that name (CUP 1966) Sherry undertook an early example of
what is nowadays something of an industry – literary detective work. Conrad is rich pickings for such a pastime
and particularly so in those Eastern Seas, the South China Sea, Borneo and Indonesia (in those days the
Admiralty Sailing Directions were still titled “Eastern Archipelago Pilot”) and the various straits forming the
approaches to Singapore itself. For a few years these waters formed Conrad’s stamping ground and with his
proto-novelist’s eye, he was an acute observer indeed.
A friend, also an author (by which I mean as well as Conrad, not me) recently opined that if Conrad had a
weakness as an author (Oh heresy!) it was his inability or at least reluctance to craft fictional characters out of his
imagination. Sherry’s book is full of revelations as to the ‘origin’ of Conrad’s dramatis personae and the great man
was himself quite open about painting from life. “The real is only the base – but it is the base”. To me this
tendency to ‘paint from life’ adds, rather than detracts from Conrad’s characters and serves to put me in touch
with ‘the names behind the legends’. I feel a particular affinity to the man who, very closely, he drew on for the
character of “Tuan, that is, Lord Jim”.
In 1880 the Singapore registered steamer JEDDAH carrying almost 1000 pilgrims from Malaya to Jeddah ran into
heavy weather in the eastern approaches to the Red Sea. She became disabled, her boilers shifting in their seats
and her position was a parlous one. This was long before TITANIC gave rise to a reassessment of the importance
of lifeboats; the JEDDAH had but two and it was quite obvious that the boat capacity was completely
inadequate.
The Master, Captain Clark, had his wife with him and at the subsequent inquiry this was held to be a factor in
his behaviour which was reprehensible. Allegedly urged on by his Chief Officer (Lord Jim, the protagonist of
Conrad’s tale), Captain Clark determined to abandon his apparently doomed vessel. He and Mrs Clark, together
with the Chief Officer, the Chief Engineer and some 16 native crew got away from the ship in one boat, others in
a second one which however was never seen again. The Chief Officer subsequently excused his presence by
claiming to have been set upon by angry pilgrims and involuntarily thrown overboard to be picked up by his
colleagues. That is as it may be. This boat was sighted and the occupants picked up by the (British) Bombay
registered steamer SCINDIA and landed at Aden where their arrival understandably caused a sensation. Captain
Clark reported the loss at sea of his ship but there were, even at this stage, murmurings about the curious lack of
pilgrim survivors. Things became rather more clear a day or so later when the Blue Funnel liner ANTENOR
arrived in Aden with the JEDDAH in tow and the pilgrims all safe although understandably a bit cross! From
this point in his tale, Conrad diverts from the life and fortunes of that Chief Officer. Lord Jim seeks atonement
and redemption in the jungles of Borneo and need not concern us here.
Those who have read Conrad’s novel or have seen the 1966 film starring Peter O’Toole will recognise all this and
indeed Conrad drew quite accurately on the real-life events. The Chief Officer / Peter O’Toole / Lord Jim
character was firmly based on the real-life Chief Officer, Augustine Podmore Williams, the JEDDAH becoming
the PATNA in the novel. Williams was a parson’s son, his father, for 50 years being vicar of Porthleven in
Cornwall. As Conrad elsewhere remarks “many commanders of fine merchant-ships come from these abodes of
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piety and peace”. Conrad casts Jim as a ‘Conway’ boy although there is no record of Williams in the ‘Conway’
archives.
Williams, in contrast to his fictional counterpart, sought to live down his shame – the Board of Enquiry was
excoriating – in his adopted home of Singapore. This cannot have been easy. In the tight-knit community of
those days he must have been well known. Conrad, arriving in Singapore in 1883 while the scandal was still
fresh, caught sight of him there: “One sunny morning in the commonplace surroundings of an Eastern
roadstead, I saw his form pass by – appealing – significant – under a cloud – perfectly silent” and one can
imagine the gestures as he was surreptitiously pointed out as ‘the Mate of the JEDDAH’. Williams did for a
while return to sea-going employment and was for briefly Chief Officer of a small steamer, S.S. VIDAR trading
to Borneo (curiously, five years later Conrad himself was Mate of the same steamer). But Williams, for one
reason or another, came ashore and scratched a living of sorts initially as a chandler’s runner, hastening out to
arriving ships soliciting business for his employer.
Over the years however, he prospered. In those days as now that Eastern City rewards the energetic and the
fortunate. His fortunes rose and fell. He had for a while his own company and owned several decent houses in
the city. He married, when he was 30, a stunningly beautiful Eurasian girl of only 16. Despite this disparity in
age the union seems to have been happy and the pair had eight children in all. Williams died on 17th April 1916,
of Bulbar Paralysis (a stroke) and he was buried in the enormous Bidadari Cemetery which until twenty years
ago formed a green heart on Singapore Island. He never did quite live down his part in the JEDDAH incident,
that ‘scandal of the Eastern Seas’ for his obituary in the Singapore Free Press makes note of his involvement.
Otherwise his life was unremarkable but for the same reason perhaps that it gripped Conrad it has had a
fascination for me – that awful falling from grace to which we are all, perhaps, so close.
In 2002, I was in the service of the Sultan of Oman, in command in his Royal Yacht Squadron, a small, quasinaval service operating the royal yachts and other vessels – some of it quite classy tonnage. That year I had
occasion to visit Singapore in connection with an upcoming docking and refit for the principal vessel of the
Squadron, the Royal Yacht itself. On returning home to Oman, in a Daily Telegraph brought back from England
by my wife, my eye was drawn to an advertisement placed by the Singapore Housing Development Authority.
The Bidadari Cemetery, it appeared, was to be redeveloped. It had been closed for burials for 30 years or more
and the Singapore Government, forever wrestling with ‘land hunger,’ no longer felt able to ignore this ‘resource’
in the middle of the Island. Being Singapore however they were thoroughly efficient about the process of
making the site available for development. And sensitive too. The advertisement, copies of which seem to have
been published world-wide, invited those with forbears buried there to make themselves known. The
government planned orderly, individual exhumations with a columbarium erected to house remains which were
claimed, (these being cremated after exhumation). Ashes of unclaimed remains were to be scattered at sea with
due ceremony. All this of course at the Government’s expense.
Out of curiosity I sent an e-mail to the given address enquiring about the grave of Augustine Podmore Williams,
the number and row number of which for some unaccountable reason I knew. Remarkably quickly I had a reply
to the effect that the remains of A.P. Williams, with two adjacent graves of family members, had been exhumed
on 19th March (by coincidence the date on which I had actually been in Singapore. The remains, it appeared,
had been claimed by a relative and had been ‘re-interred’ in the columbarium. Later in the year I took the Royal
Yacht to Sembawang Shipyard for the planned docking. Once settled into the work I asked the agent to follow
up my query with the development authority. Again, with commendable efficiency, the authority replied,
declining to furnish the details of the ‘claimant’ but undertaking to pass my details to them.
So it was I met Queenie, a feisty lady, a grand-daughter of A.P. Williams. We met for tea at Raffles where she
arrived with a friend, her dancing instructor. Even then I had no real idea why I was interested in meeting a
Williams descendent although it had occurred to me that they might have photographed the grave before it was
disturbed and I should have liked such a photograph. However, she and, I think a sister, had not thought to do
this although they had attended the exhumation itself in which the remains of her grand-father, her father and
her uncle, were exhumed.
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The family had been quite unaware of AP W’s history until it had been pointed out to them by a Mrs Williams
(no relation), a local historian. They were, I should say, only mildly interested in their forbear’s celebrity. The
exhumation itself seems not to have been as gruesome as it sounds. The soil of Singapore must be well suited for
burials for there were no ‘remains’ uncovered at all – buttons of a coat, a pair of gold masonic cufflinks and, in
Uncle Lockyer’s grave a whisky bottle assumed to have been placed in his coffin by his bibulous friends –
Lockyer, the oldest son, who pre-deceased his father, was a doctor but is thought to have been brought to an
early death through the demon drink. In this case the grave had no secrets!
Queenie was disconcertingly cheerful about the whole affair. She brought with her the few buttons and the
cufflinks – offered me the latter even – and rather regretted not having thought to take a photograph. “But”, she
said, “I do have the gravestone”. This surprised me. The Authority had indicated that the stones were to be
destroyed – presumably broken up as aggregate but Queenie said that Mrs Williams had urged her to claim the
memorial as being of historical significance and had suggested it might be appreciated by a museum. But
Queenie had found no takers and now, she said, the heavy stone was a problem for her. She lived high up in a
tower block, in a small flat and the stone even prevented her fully opening her front door. She didn’t know what
to do about it, but if I wanted it I could have it. Well, it wasn’t that I really wanted it – the conversation was
becoming bizarre – but I thought it would be a shame for it just to be smashed up. So though eschewing the
cufflinks I agreed to relieve her of the gravestone. A few days later I despatched ‘Chippy’ with a couple of hands
and the wherewithal to box up the stone and bring it back to the ship where discreet stowage was found for the
passage back to Muscat.
Back home this piece of history was viewed with a jaundiced eye by my wife who, fearful that my accumulation
of maritime artifacts was getting out of control, was adamant that she would not give the monument house, or
even garden room, but happily a neighbour had a kindlier view and while we remained in Oman AP William’s
stone was nicely placed near his front door where it was much admired, albeit with a degree of head-shaking.
We were even in the habit of marking the date of his death with a small drinks party. I left Oman in 2008 and
had again to address the question of ‘the stone’. Happily the Oman Navy’s sail trainer SHABAB OMAN was
heading to Europe, to Falmouth even, to take part in that year’s series of Tall Ships’ races. It was thus I
conceived the idea of looking for a home for the gravestone in Porthleven itself – Williams’s childhood home. A
few ideas were considered but then, in discussion with the Vicar of St Bartholomew’s Church, it came up that
although Williams’s mother was buried in the churchyard his father was not, having late in life left the parish
after marrying his cook ! His reserved grave-space, next to his wife’s was thus vacant and the Rev’d Pugh
considered this a most appropriate place to install the relic. It’s a little-known fact that in ecclesiastical law, in
England anyway, a churchyard is considered to be the vicar’s garden so no further authority was required.
SHABAB OMAN pulled in to Falmouth and the mysterious box, (for the crew had been kept in the dark about its
content for fear of being spooked by it) was landed on the quay whence it was kindly collected by the RNLI’s
fork lift truck and with labour and transport provided by the local Sea Cadet Corps unit it was taken to
Porthleven where, just outside the main door of the church it may be found to this day – the closest thing there is
to the grave of Lord Jim except for his ashes, that ‘handful of dust’, which the curious may find at the Chua Chu
Kang Columbarium, Chua Chu Kang Road. They are in Niche 196, Room 16, on the ground floor of Block ‘A’.
There is a coda to this tale. In talking to Queenie about the day when her family’s remains were exhumed I was
careful to show sympathy for what I assumed must have been a rather sad and upsetting occasion. But not so.
She said they had had a lovely day. Her father, Cuthbert, was AP’s youngest son; he had, she said, been an
unpleasant man who she and her siblings feared and never mourned, remembering him with no affection at all.
Still trying to say the right thing I ventured the suggestion that he had, perhaps, had a difficult time during the
war.
No, she said, not at all. He had been a government employee and had responsibility for the water reservoirs and
supply. When the Japanese arrived he turned collaborator and only when the allies were on the verge of retaking
the colony did he arrange with his Nippon masters to be interned so that he might be ‘liberated’ in due season.
Much of Conrad’s writing, and ‘Lord Jim’ in particular, touches on good men who, at a crucial moment, let
themselves and others down. What then would Conrad have made of this later moral failure in the son of his
protagonist ? “Pass the bottle, Hugh !”
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Navigating the Voyage of St. Brendan
Jack McGlone
PRAYER OF ST. BRENDAN
"Help me to journey beyond the familiar
and into the unknown.
Give me the faith to leave old ways
and break fresh ground with You.
Christ of the mysteries, I trust You
to be stronger than each storm within me.
I will trust in the darkness and know
that my times, even now, are in Your hand.
Tune my spirit to the music of heaven,
and somehow, make my obedience count for You.”

B

rendan of Clonfert is a figure whose mark on maritime history is still visible, even if
it is just in a nominal sense. Indeed, the saint, who is among the most noteworthy
of Ireland’s Twelve Apostles, boasts a myriad of titles (the ‘Navigator’, the ‘Voyager’) and
patronages (boatmen, divers, whales - portaging canoes, even) that all toe a similarly
nautical-themed line.
Brendan was born in County Kerry in the 480s and, after his ordination in 512, set off
from Ireland’s Southwest with a proselytising zeal that aligned with his keen eye for
adventure - one that seems to have persisted over the course of his life. Brendan’s
ventures produced monasteries across Ireland and into the Scottish Hebrides; churches
are known to have been established in his name in Tiree and Mull, and Adamnan’s Life
of Saint Columba recounts his presence at Iona. Medieval accounts of further voyages to
the Orkney islands, Wales, and Brittany helped craft the rich seafaring legacy that is
associated with the saint.
This legacy was cemented in the Navigatio Sancti Brendani Abbatis (‘The Voyage of Saint
Brendan the Abbot’), a Latin epic composed sometime between the mid-8th and early 10th
century, which documents a legendary expedition in search of Terra Repromissionis, ‘the
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Promised Land of Saints’. Stylistically, the saga invokes the Celtic immrama, holy
seafaring fables in which devout heroes set out in search of a heavenly Otherworld in the
distant West. In it, Brendan and a gutsy crew of monks traverse the waters of the North
Atlantic for seven action-packed years, encountering a series fantastical creatures and
mystical lands before eventually setting foot on an island paradise. The tale was wildly
popular throughout Europe and lent itself to the prevailing Medieval belief that there
was a ‘Paradise of Adam’ to be found on Earth, prompting centuries of fierce debate over
the possible geographical location of St. Brendan’s island. Pre-Columbian sea charts
place it anywhere from the Faroe Islands to the Azores, but more recent scholarship has
yielded a much more tantalising hypothesis: North America.
The prospect of a sixth-century transatlantic roundtrip is a fun one. It would anticipate
Leif Erikson’s expedition to the Americas by a few hundred years at least, Columbus’
efforts by almost a millennium, and it potentialises a screed of far-reaching historical
and cultural implications. However, aspersions are cast concerning the reliability of the
Navigatio (its magical veneer, with detailed portrayals of gryphons, sea monsters and the
entrance to Hell itself, detracts somewhat from its utility as a historical document); as
well as the durability of Brendan’s vessel - could a light, open-topped currach as
described in the text seriously contend with the vast and volatile waters of the Atlantic?
These criticisms tend to miss the point somewhat, but they do give way to broader
questions. Why did the story resonate so deeply and spread so widely in the first place?
And is there any wisdom still to be found in the story of a half-mythical saint’s Christian
Odyssey?
To answer these, one must look at Brendan’s surrounding historical context. We know
that, after the fall of Rome, Ireland and its monasteries played a key role in the
preservation of classical literature, keeping the flame of Greco-Roman culture firmly
alight through an era once so reductively dubbed the ‘Dark Ages’. But retaining some
semblance of the Principate was just one side of the denarius. The Irish, once converted
in the fifth century, proved a particularly intrepid lot: their efforts to take Christianity to
farther flung shores were vital in consolidating the ascendant geopolitical hegemon of
Western Christendom, whose vena cava was an extraordinarily vibrant and cosmopolitan
monastic network.
This network made increasing use of the North Sea and beyond, whose waters, long
neglected during the heights of the Roman empire, were not so neatly connected by
ancient trade and war routes as those in the Mediterranean. They instead offered an
altogether more dangerous and inspiring experience. Michael Pye notes that, ‘in the
North, the sea was still legend, so when men went sailing they knew they were testing
the edge of the world’. For these sailors, the black waters of the North could well be
equated to the vacuous terror of outer space; a Nietzschean abyss which spat out their
deepest fears in the form of biblical leviathans, Homeric sirens, and terrible squalls.
In this context, the intense religiosity attached to the sea starts to make a lot of sense.
Undertaking a voyage to the edge of the known world was an extraordinary leap of faith;
Christianity as a belief system was now in bloom, and its central tenets of salvation and
eschatological optimism served as a sturdy mast for seafarers to cling onto in the
proverbial storms that would undoubtedly come their way. The North Atlantic thus
became a theatre in which saints and sailors set out to affirm their faith. Be it in the
fulfilment of mission-work, the establishment of new far-off settlements, or in the search
of an earthly paradise, this was always an endeavour of immense hope.
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Brendan and his Irish cohorts were the literal flagship in this culture of itinerant
hopefulness. Nordic Sagas note that cloisters of Irish monks had been living in Iceland
for some time before the arrival of Norse settlers in the 870s. In of the more fantastical
sections of the Navigatio, Brendan encounters Judas Iscariot suffering for his sins on
the red-hot rocks of a fiery hellscape; a hellscape now thought to be the volcanic islands
on Iceland’s south coast. Art imitates life indeed.
While deciphering the practical subtext of such stories is part of the fun, sometimes
there is no real work needed. The Navigatio contains clear instructions on how to adapt
a currach for long-haul journeys:
‘They covered it with ox hides tanned with the bark of oak and smeared all the
joints of the hides on the outside with fat… They also placed a mast in the middle of the
boat and a sail and the other requirements for steering a boat’
In 1976, British historian and explorer, Tim Severin, recreated the ‘Brendan’ currach in
accordance to the stated guidelines, handcrafted with traditional iron tools. Severin’s
replica made the astonishing 4,500-mile journey to Newfoundland in thirteen months,
shedding light on the technical ingenuity of our forebears - which goes increasingly
underrated in today’s climate of technocratic pig-headedness – while also proving the
plausibility at least of an American locale for Brendan’s ‘Promised Land of the Saints’.
These ramblings are not meant as a treatise on Irish exceptionalism, and, ultimately,
they cannot present any irrefutable evidence of Brendan ever setting foot on American
shores. If there is any angle being pushed, it is at least guided by the noble bias that is a
desire to preserve the dignity of our past; and to give due recognition to the actors before
us who weathered the storms of the unknown in search of betterment.
It may be unfashionable to say, but hope, and, by extension, faith, are elements which
have had a decidedly progressive function in history. They have pushed us forward. It is
complacency that stifles us: paternalistic pseudoscience would later denigrate anyone
outside a vague notion of ‘Northern European-ness’ as lower human beings – including
the very Irish who helped shape such notions in the first place! Such hubris is the
antithesis of hope. Time and time again, there is an alluring recency bias that sees us
preoccupied with uncovering the ignorance of our ancestors, rather than admitting to
the blind spots in our own field of vision.
Our world now seems far less opaque than was Brendan’s. Global interconnectivity (as
well as the intrusive purviews of corporations and governments alike) has swept away
the world’s natural mysteries: maps have been mapped, cities erected, populations
tracked and traced. Save some eccentric off-gridders and insular Amazonian tribesmen
who are keeping the romance alive, today’s world plays by the new rules of the Digital
Age - meaning that everything is accounted for and nuance is old news, essentially. Oldtime deference to the unknown bred humility and hope in equal measure, but this
feeling has since been replaced by an exceedingly world-weary malaise that can only be
explained by our inescapable and intoxicating accessibility to information. The cross we
bear: data ad infinitum.
We may no longer need the existential relief offered by a saint’s patronage, but the
philosophy of hope intrinsic to the figure of Brendan the Voyager is a surely a universal
one; we would do well to keep it in mind as we navigate the uncharted waters and
‘uncanny valleys’ that face us in 2021.
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News from Port Ash – December 2020
I for one will miss the Hue and Cry and have much appreciated Hugh’s consistent
efforts over the years. Some of you may remember the late Rob Choppin ex-Port
Kembla pilot who facilitated here for many years and edited sister magazine Safe
Passage. He never tired of telling us how reluctant people were to contribute pulling teeth was mentioned… So thanks Hugh – it’s been a pleasure!
Summer has arrived with a bang but apart from a few warm days, the spring was
pleasant enough and the occasional courses progressed comfortably except for
the afternoon nor’ easter. The Met Bureau forecast is for a La Nina pattern and
therefore an above average rainfall summer – we’ll see. Meantime for the summer
entrée we have nearly 40c one day and 20C the next!
With state and international borders locked down in all directions, there were no
courses from March until late June when two newly appointed RAN COs spent a
couple of days with us before joining their single-screw ship which is unfamiliar
to them. In August, Sydney pilots came here to practice Emergencies and
Contingencies and in September, other regular RAN courses were delivered but
alas nothing from over the water with lockdown. We were quite busy in September
with limited numbers due to social distancing, but October was empty.
With all the negativity associated with lock-downs and restrictions, it is cheering
to be doing something that is actually positive! Our favourite Newcastle boat
builders are building an 8.7m long model of the new Spanish-built RAN AOR
(Auxiliary Oiler Replenishment) Supply. She replaces HMAS Success which is in
process of being scrapped/recycled in Port Pirie and Whyalla.
The model is true to the Spanish-built original and has a single screw with a
controllable pitch propeller and a bow thruster. As such it will be yet another
unfamiliar format for naval navigators and not unlike the previous RNZN oiler,
Endeavour. However, this new ship will be longer at 174m and has the bridge
positioned well forward.
When I was piloting, we had ro-ro ships like this occasionally and they were not
universally popular compared with the more familiar bridge-aft configuration.
This one does doesn’t have the extreme windage of a car carrier and looks quite
manageable with a 20t bow thruster. And CPPs are a bit different too as reducing
pitch too quickly at low speed can lead to loss of steerage, so there will be new
lessons there.
For those who know the models here, it will be a bit smaller than Mentor with a
fine-lined 20-knot hull.
Our grounds are being kept maintained and with last year’s bushfires in mind,
some routine maintenance clearing of undergrowth is under way. We are very
lucky to have local contactors long associated with the centre in most cases.
The large boat-shed workshop has had a good clear-out of old spares and
promising projects that eventually came to nothing or passed their ‘use-by’ date,
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so we’ve been far from idle. And at last there are berth signs up in large letters – a
request on feedback forms for quite some time now but done at last.
Although nothing to do with Port Ash, ships’ names were and still are interesting
in their variation. I recall a cape size bulker we had in Newcastle many years ago
called Gorgeous. It was a typical bulker to look at and like other descriptive
adjectives, ‘gorgeous’ is of course in the eyes of the beholder. The name did arouse
comment and led to some interesting VHF exchanges like…
Me ‘Tugs attending Gorgeous good evening’.
Tugmaster in soupy voice ‘Good evening Gorgeous this is Tug 1 – where would
you like me tonight?’
Thereafter I re-hashed the pronunciation as Gorgayous to shut them up…
In many cases ship quality seemed to be the complete opposite of the name with
the nadir being a converted T2 tanker called Grand Pride. She left Newcastle with
me peering through the three portholes aka bridge windows, an extra tug to boost
her full speed of 6 knots and a letter from the Harbourmaster telling her not to
come back.
One company named their ships after movies and the panamax Never-on-Sunday
and others long-forgotten passed this way.
Back to Port Ash, we always talk about those much-forgotten anchors on course
and I was interested to see a pilot’s account of an accidental anchor drop at
Mackay in Safe Passage recently. His expectation that ‘it would never happen to
me’ is reasonable as these things rarely happen in the routine of piloting over
years. I had only one in three decades of ship handling. My memory of these rare
events is that they always occurred completely out of the blue when least
expected!
Interstate borders are opening at last and it is good to meet two Adelaide pilots
this week with more from Queensland before Christmas. With virus numbers low
and a vaccine in the offing, we presume the trans-Tasman route will open early
next year and we will meet again – something to look forward to.
Wishing you smooth seas, safe ladders, virus-free ships and a Happy Christmas
from us all at Port Ash.
Cliff Beazley & the Team
Port Ash
2nd December 2020
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THE ORC
PILOT BOAT
As used by:
Port Phillip Sea Pilots
Mid West Ports
Flinders Ports
Svitzer
Rio Tinto
Esperance Port Authority
The Port Authority of NSW - Port Kembla
Port of Townsville
Gladstone Ports Authority
Tasmanian Ports Corporation
Lyttelton Ports Corporation - NZ
PrimePort - NZ

Mal Hart 66 Yuilles Road
Mornington Victoria 3931 Australia
E: contact@hartmarine.com.au
P: 61 3 5975 5622
F: 61 3 5975 9634
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